The Indicator provides UK investors with a 12-month stock market outlook from a selection of fund groups linked to Old Mutual Wealth. We provided the fund groups with an index as a benchmark for each sector and asked them how they think the index will perform over the next 12 months.

These views are not fund specific. We have asked the fund groups to provide an outlook for each sector as a whole.

**Positive Currency Outlook**

If the Indicator shows a positive view for the US$, Euro or Yen, this represents a view of sterling depreciating against that currency, which will have a positive impact on the returns from overseas investment.

Example: £1 = YEN 100

You, as an investor, buy Japanese shares costing YEN 100. After buying your shares, sterling depreciates to £1 = YEN 90, this means you only need YEN 90 to buy back your original £1. You have YEN 100 which, divided by the exchange rate of £1/YEN 90, actually gives you £1.11.

If the fund group view for Japanese equities is positive and their outlook for the £/YEN is positive, then the overall outlook for the UK investor into Japan is positive. This is because the positive currency outlook increases the returns to the investor from the equity investment.

**Negative Currency Outlook**

If the Indicator shows a negative view for the US$, Euro or Yen, this represents a view of sterling appreciating against that currency, which will have a negative impact on the returns from overseas investment.

Example: £1 = YEN 100

You, as an investor, buy Japanese shares costing YEN 100. After buying your shares, sterling appreciates to £1 = YEN 110, this means you will need YEN 110 to buy back your original £1. You have YEN 100 which, divided by the exchange rate of £1/YEN 110, actually gives you £0.91.

If the fund group view for Japanese equities is positive but their outlook for the £/YEN is negative, then the UK investor would need to exercise a degree of caution when considering the Japanese market. This is because currency movements could adversely affect the positive equity returns.

**Indicator Categories**

The outlook provided by the fund group for equities ignores the effect that currency movements can have on the market. For example, if the fund group believes the US outlook is positive, but believes the strength of Sterling will be a deterrent for UK investors, they will still show a positive outlook for the US market.

The outlooks for equities, bonds and property relate to the specific indices shown in the 'benchmarks and market movements' table below the indicator grid. The performance information shown in this table is calculated in Sterling terms.

The currency outlook provides an outlook for Sterling-based investors.

**Outlook Guidelines**

- **A Positive Outlook**
  the fund group believes the index they are using as a benchmark will rise in excess of 5% over the next 12 months.

- **A Neutral Outlook**
  the fund group believes the index they are using as a benchmark will have either a positive or negative movement of between 0% and 5%.

- **A Negative Outlook**
  the fund group believes the index they are using as a benchmark will fall in excess of 5% over the next 12 months.